
 

OMNITRONIC VM-220 S PRO Vocal microphone
Universal dynamic microphone

Art. No.: 13030818
GTIN: 4026397252767

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397252767

Weight: 0,70 kg

Length: 0.28 m

Width: 0.14 m

Heigth: 0.07 m

Description:

Singstar!
Frankly speaking, if you are not a good singer, these microphones will not conjure and bestow a
voice of gold upon you - only computers are able to do so. But if there is some talent, then this
series will be a fast friend and assists your skills so they will come into their own. The base for it 
consists of a good workmanship and the technical inner workings, that cannot be faulted. The
mics handle high volumes without distortion and due to the well-balanced frequency range a
natural sound is always guaranteed. So, take up our mics and start singing.

Features:

- Versatile dynamic microphone with cardioid characteristic
- Ideal for song transmission or instrument controlling
- Well-balanced frequency range for natural sound
- Handles high volumes without distortion
- Effective low frequency proximity effect due to flat top grille
- Low-wear reed switch, silent during operation
- Robust diecast body and solid steel basket, applicable for touring
- Delivery includes XLR/jack cable

Technical specifications:

Capsule type: Dynamic

Frequency range: 100 - 14000 Hz

Weight: 500 g
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Type: Dynamic

Directivity pattern: Cardioid

Impedance: 600 ohms

Sensitivity: -73 dB

Connector: 3-pin XLR, bal.

Cable: 3-pin XLR, bal./6.3 mm jack, unbal.
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